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7 February 2022 

Korian targeted by a collective complaint related to residents 

mistreatment 

 
 

Korian’s response 

 

In February 7, 2021, Korian issued a statement in response to the allegations of mistreatment in its 

establishments. The Group has also asked for an interview at Cash Investigation TV documentary, 

for "a fair discussion". 

The press release reads: "Korian Group has taken note of two articles published in Le Parisien, which 

are dated February 7, 2022 (paper edition). Korian Group contests with the greatest vigor the facts 

of ill-treatment or food rationing referred to by these articles. Such remarks, relayed by lawyers 

whose deontology should normally compel them to moderation, have a defamatory character. 

Korian Group reserves the right to ask for compensation before the competent jurisdictions.  

Additionally, Korian Group indicates that it has not been notified of any collective complaint of 

families. If it were to be the case, Korian will take note of the details of each of the formulated 

grievances and will treat them with the greatest consideration.  

We understand the emotion that families can feel in such end-of-life circumstances of their family 

members. We always make sure to provide the greatest attention and transparency in these 

difficult cases.  

Specifically, about the case of Mr K., mentioned by the journalist, the medical team of Korian, after 

examination of his file, estimates that the care brought was adapted to the evolution of his state 

of health in a general context of degradation. We remain at the disposal of the family to mandate 

a medical expertise which would be realised by an external medical expert. 

Furthermore, an altercation did indeed take place one night between two residents and the family 

was not informed the next morning. We apologised to the family during a meeting with the site 

management.  

Concerning the case of Mr. G. who was admitted in 2015 in a state of great weakness and with a 

heavy pathological situation, the medical team of Korian considers that the care provided 

throughout the stay, and in coordination with the American Hospital, was adapted to the evolution 

of his condition and the pathologies from which he suffered. Following a claim, an amicable 

medical expertise was proposed to his daughter who accepted it in October 2020.  

This medical expertise was entrusted to an independent medical expert appointed by the 

insurance company as is customary. After analyzing the medical evidence, the expert concluded 

that there had been no lack of care, leading to the closure of the claim in April 2021. 

After trying to find payment solutions for her daughter and organizing a collection schedule for 

more than 24 months, and in the absence of final payment, the institution unfortunately had to 

initiate litigation." 

 

Link to Korian press release: 

https://www.korian.com/sites/default/files/documents/07.02.2022%20Information%20Korian_Reac

tion%20to%20Le%20Parisien%20-%20article%20published%207%20Feb.%2022.pdf  

https://www.korian.com/sites/default/files/documents/07.02.2022%20Information%20Korian_Reaction%20to%20Le%20Parisien%20-%20article%20published%207%20Feb.%2022.pdf
https://www.korian.com/sites/default/files/documents/07.02.2022%20Information%20Korian_Reaction%20to%20Le%20Parisien%20-%20article%20published%207%20Feb.%2022.pdf
https://www.korian.com/sites/default/files/documents/07.02.2022%20Information%20Korian_Reaction%20to%20Le%20Parisien%20-%20article%20published%207%20Feb.%2022.pdf
https://www.korian.com/sites/default/files/documents/07.02.2022%20Information%20Korian_Reaction%20to%20Le%20Parisien%20-%20article%20published%207%20Feb.%2022.pdf
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Media sources: 

 

▪ "Maltraitance dans les Ehpad : après Orpea, Korian à son tour visé par une plainte collective" 

- Liberation - 07/02/2022 

▪ "Ehpad: une avocate rassemble des témoignages pour une action contre Korian" - Agence 

France Presse - 07/02/2022 

▪ "Une plainte pour "maltraitance" déposée contre l'Ehpad Korian Château des Landes à la 

Ferté-Saint-Aubin" - Larep.fr - 07/02/2022 

▪ "Le groupe Korian visé à son tour par des dizaines de signalements pour maltraitance dans 

ses Ehpad" - Nouvel Obs - 07/02/2022 

▪ "Ehpad: Korian dans le collimateur" - Le Figaro - 07/02/2022 


